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ANDREA
Release Manager

Controls the release path to   
production

JACK
VP of Engineering

Reviews the status of multiple 
releases

JANE
Jira Admin

Promotes configuration changes

Cycle Control Cycle Control

“Configuration Manager for Jira provides the best 
support for the most complex Jira administration 
processes. In the end, it saves us around 7000 clicks 
on each release!”

Christopher Mohr

DONNA
Product Owner/Manager

Creates & maintains Roadmaps  
and Backlogs

CLARE
Program Manager

Monitors program status & progress

Cycle Control

Cycle Control

Issue Matrix

DAVE
Scrum Master

Leads Scrum teams

Cycle Control

Issue Matrix

Solution Roles | Botron Software SolutionsSolution Roles | Botron Software Solutions

KATE
Engineering Manager

Manages team operations & ensures 
objectives are met

Cycle Control

JOHN
Jira Owner

Manages migration & consolidation efforts

CHRIS
Team Member

Creates & Updates Sub-tasks and 
Linked Issues

Issue Matrix

TOM
QA Manager

Ensures the Release Process & 
Quality Standards are met

Cycle Control

STEPHEN
Release Train Engineer

Coordinates multiple ARTs

Cycle Control

Configuration Manager

Power Admin

Configuration Manager

Power Admin
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Use Cases

Test-Staging-Production

Merge | Split Jira Servers Project Migration

Project Templates

Governance & Audit

Backup | Restore | CMDB

Configuration Integrity

TRUSTED BY

1200+
Companies

Configuration Manager for Jira | Botron Software Solutions

Archive Delegated Administration

Enterprise Standard
Trusted by over 1200 companies, 
Configuration Manager is a robust 
and enterprise scalable solution 
designed to solve the most complex 
Jira administration challenges while 
minimizing risks of errors.

High Return on Investment
By automating the bulk of manual 
work of a typical Jira instance, and 
providing administrators with a rich, 
and robust functionality, our solution 
enables companies to see a return 
on their investment within the first 
three months of usage.

$
<3
months

55% 15% 20% 5%

<4
months

<6
months

<9
months

The Enterprise standard for managing Jira configurations

Configuration Manager for Jira
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CMJ vs Competition

Botron Configuration Manager

Jira Project Export-Import Competitor Products

*Тhis measurement is calculated based on 20 000 issues across 5 projects

Issue Support
With Configuration Manager, you can migrate Jira 
projects between instances containing all their 
configuration elements, including issue data. 
You can confidently deploy your snapshot while 
preserving all its original history, Agile data (e.g., 
sprints, reports, rankings) and links.

Save Weeks of Manual Effort
Automate the process of migrating or 
consolidating your Jira configuration and save 
your organization weeks or months of manual 
effort and countless resources.

Change & Impact Analysis
Before introducing changes to your production 
system, CMJ performs a comprehensive change 
and impact analysis allowing you to implement 
only the desired changes.

Optimized for the enterprise
Configuration Manager supports the largest and 
most complex Jira environments. Capable of 
deploying 50 000 configuration changes in less 
than 10 minutes.

“This tool is a huge win for JIRA admins and 
developers! There’s nothing else that comes close 
to its features unless you build it yourself!”

Jonathan Chatwin

Configuration Manager for Jira | Botron Software Solutions
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Full support for Jira Service Desk 

Service Desk admins are now able to utilize the 
powerful capabilities of Configuration Manager 
for their Service Desk projects. 

Move configurations, issues, reports, knowledge 
base enabled request types, customer 
notifications, and permissions between instances.

“Configuration Manager for Jira is one of the 
few Jira add-ons that is actually (and I know 
this doesn’t makes sense) better than JIRA itself! 
Running an enterprise instance of JIRA without 
this add-on is insanity - you might as well ride a 
motorcycle without a helmet or drive a 70’s Ford 
Pinto.” 

Michael March

Seamless Jira apps data portability
Configuration Manager’s Service Provider 
Interface (SPI) enables Jira app vendors to 
optimize their apps for seamless portability, 
without compromising the configuration and data 
integrity of their apps.

The Collect & Resolve Process
Integrity Check: Detect, locate  
& fix
The Integrity Check feature provides you with the 
ability to find and resolve any errors that occur in 
the configuration of your Jira server.

Configuration Manager for Jira | Botron Software Solutions Configuration Manager for Jira | Botron Software Solutions

NEW FEATURE
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Know your Jira
Are you dealing with complex Jira configurations, containing thousands 
of custom fields, workflows, screens and other types of configuration 
elements? Are you overwhelmed by the amount of manual work associated 
with understanding the complex interactions between the various 
configuration elements? Struggling to optimize your daily tasks with the 
current Jira UI? Power Admin is the solution to your Jira administration 
challenges? With its powerful search and filter mechanisms, as well as user-
friendly and intuitive UI, Power Admin enables administrators to configure 
and optimize their Jira more efficiently, quickly and confidently. 

TRUSTED BY

1200+
Companies

Jira project configuration analysis Jira project configuration clean-up

Jira configuration performance tuning Jira configuration Integrity Error handling

Use Cases

The future of Jira administration

Power Admin for Jira NEW APP
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Custom Field, Screen, Screen Scheme, Issue Type 
Screen Scheme, Workflow, Workflow Scheme, 
Issue Security Scheme, Permission Scheme, and 
Notification Scheme.

Understand usage & change 
impact at a glance
How many times have you implemented a 
change to your Jira configuration, only to trigger 
an unexpected impact? Power Admin provides 
you with powerful insights into the usage & 
change impact of each configuration element 
across Projects, Issues, Filters, Agile boards & 
Dashboards. This feature will enable you to 
identify, delete or reuse unused or rarely used 
elements without impacting the integrity of your 
Jira configuration.

Project & Custom field filters
Power Admin’s advanced searching capabilities 
include the ability to search & filter configuration 
elements by Projects or Custom fields. The 
Projects filters enable you to search for 
configuration elements based on their usage in 
projects, while Custom field filters allow you to 
search for custom fields by a specific type or ones 
with a global context.

Quickly find a configuration 
element
Powerful search & filter mechanisms allow 
admins to quickly find a configuration element 
by Name (full or partial) or ID and filter the 
results based on Object usage or Type. Power 
Admin, allows you to search for the following 
configuration types in your project configurations: 

Power Admin for Jira | Botron Software Solutions
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Handle Integrity Check errors 

One of the major roadblocks and time-intensive 
challenges for Jira administrators are Integrity 
Check errors, which affect the usage and 
dependency information for a configuration 
element. Power Admin detects the errors and 
points out the problematic areas where the data 
could not be entirely collected due to integrity 
errors while at the same time continues to 
present the available usage and dependency 
information.

Overcome Jira UI limitations
The less than optimal Jira UI slows down the work 
of admins by increasing the number of clicks and 
page visits to complete a single task. Power Admin 
significantly improves the user experience and 
increases the productivity of admins by enabling 
them to quickly find and perform quick actions on 
elements via an intuitive and user-friendly UI.

Gain visibility into the configuration 
element dependencies 

The lack of visibility into the complex 
dependencies of each configuration element 
requires time-intensive, manual and error-prone 
workabouts. Power Admin streamlines this 
process by enabling you to easily discover and 
review the dependencies for each configuration 
element. This unparalleled visibility will allow 
you to get full information on all dependent 
objects and perform various quick actions such as 
configure, edit, copy, or delete.

Power Admin for Jira | Botron Software Solutions

“A must-have tool for every Jira admin looking to 
streamline their day-to-day administration tasks, 
and improve overall productivity. An UI you’ve 
never experienced before with Jira!” 

Jira admin
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Multiple Teams

Cycle Control is a robust solution designed to scale your Agile practices and 
fill the gap between managing a single team and a portfolio. 

The tool enables you to roll-up the data of any number of teams within Jira 
and effectively monitor status and forecast progress.

Multiple Agile and traditional teams can be aligned and coordinated easily 
and with ultimate precision using real-time data. An invaluable tool for 
managers looking to achieve a balance between enterprise governance and 
team autonomy. 

Status and Risks

DependenciesRealtime Forecasting

Use CasesTRUSTED BY

100+
Companies

Cycle Control | Botron Software Solutions

Customizable Тerminology

Custom Metrics

Cycle Control
Agile practices at enterprise scale
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Enterprise Level Planning
Cycle Control enables you to create product 
roadmaps, plan their scope, track progress 
and status. The Release Calendars are an 
excellent visual means to plan and communicate 
departmental or company initiatives.

Agile and Traditional Teams
With no limitation, ultimate coordination and 
alignment between traditional and agile teams 
can be accomplished via custom life-cycle process. 
Milestones, checklist and quality gates can be 
used to ensure deliverables are tracked and 
communicated.

Actionable data & forecasting
Cycle Control forecasts accurate completion dates 
using real-time evaluation of the initiative scope 
and intermediate deliverables such as milestones 
and checklists. 

This allows you to take corrective actions in 
advance by aligning resources, thus adjusting 
focus and scope. Custom metrics allow control of 
scope creep, quality and any other work tracked 
in Jira.

“With Cycle Control we were able to standardize 
our processes across teams, enforce upfront 
planning and create a repeatable and structured 
release process, which allowed for people to 
know exactly what’s expected of them. This 
significantly improved the collaboration and 
hand-over between cross-functional teams. Cycle 
Control is the first tool I’ve come across that 
allows to build and visualize Release calendar, as 
well as lightweight SDLC with gates, milestones 
and checklists!”

Marina Kernes     
PMO Director | Еntertainment partners

Cycle Control | Botron Software Solutions
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Dependencies between teams
Cycle Control enables you to identify and resolve 
several types of risky dependencies between 
teams or with external for the initiative third-
parties. The dependencies are identified by the 
individual teams, while managers can monitor 
them easily and help mitigate in details if and 
when conflicts and risks do arise.

NEW FEATURE

Customizable terminology
Cycle Control offers an unparalleled user 
experience by allowing users to change the 
terminology throughout the entire application 
interface - it is up to the users to decide whether 
an initiative will be called a “release”, “program”, 
or “project”.  The new terms will replace the 
default terminology throughout Cycle Control’s 
menus, labels, gadgets and native integration.

NEW FEATURE

Executive reporting
C-level executives and upper, and middle 
management can gain quick and accurate read 
on an initiative status and progress by using the 
special Release Health Dashboard Gadget. 

“There’s no value in quality assuranceat the 
end of a release. Cycle Control allowed us to 
constantly monitor and ensure that the quality 
criteria for any given release are met, which 
significantly improve both the quality and 
consistency of our releases.”

Marina Kernes     
PMO Director | Еntertainment partners

Cycle Control | Botron Software Solutions
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Sub tasks Linked issues User stories & Epics

Custom fields Advanced filtering

Enhancing Issue Visualization in Jira
Issue Matrix improves how Jira issues are visualized, making it more 
effective to read and user-friendly for both business and technical users.
With Issue Matrix you can see additional information and fields about each 
subtask or linked issue without opening it individually. 

Additionally, you can group sub-tasks or linked issues of the same type or 
filter based on status.

Use CasesTRUSTED BY

600+
CompaniesGame-changing issue visualization

Issue Matrix
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Custom Visualizations
Issue Matrix enables you to better visualize your 
subtasks and linked issues by adding data from 
custom fields, sorting and filtering them. 

Custom columns can be added to ensure better 
understanding and separate panels can be 
configured per issue or link type. Implemented 
as a custom field, Issue Matrix can be configured 
to show different columns per project/issue type, 
using standard custom field contexts.

“This plugin is solidly in my top 5! And it‘s the 
add-on I‘m definitely most excited about these 
days. Every client I‘ve had in the last 10 years 
could use and would want this!“

Justin Leader

Designed for Agile &    
Jira Service Desk 

Issue Matrix is well-integrated with the Agile 
environment. The add-on allows you to improve 
the visibility of the User Stories and other issues 
linked to Epics by adding information about Story 
Points, teams, x versions and any other custom 
fields.

Indispensable solution for   
Jira Service Desk
Issue Matrix allows users to visualize issues 
which are not directly linked but share a common 
context. 

An invaluable feature for Jira and Service desk 
users which will enable issues to be contextually 
linked based on a system (e.g., reporter) or 
custom (e.g., labels) value field. JIRA default view Issue Matrix view
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1500+
 Companies

TRUSTED BY

Trusted by | Botron Software Solutions
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Botron Headquarter 

1 Cherni Vrah Bld. 

Sofia, 1421

Bulgaria

Botron USA

Los Gatos, CA 95032

USA

+1.650.209.0041

www.botronsoft.com

sales@botronsoft.com

services@botronsoft.com

http://support.botronsoft.com

Summit


